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Laser Visions

A~ta~hcd ar~ the four ~vision~ writ-ups d~ hav~ ~ don~ ~or Lase~ vl. The cool
name for ~a~h is ~
- ~cro~ave - A pnxlu~
Groupshot- A product that helps i~opl~ w0flc toge.th~r
- Day-Timer - A product that you think of as your pecsonal assistant that h~lps
manage your time
¯
¯ (Nameless) - A product that is highly castomizable to support various offic~
Pleas~ give any comments ~3 me as wcR as anyone else you think would b~ intm-~steck
To summarize status briefly, we are most se~ously c.on~id~-ing MicroWave and
Slingshot (as ¢m’xr.afly specced with various simplifications that David and Richard ar~
working on). But thoughts on anything a~ invited.
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Messages :
From bobm Tue Mar 20 14:22:44 1990
To: barrym brlanb bruceb chrisz darrenr davidgr ericca jeffr nickh
richardb
Cc: darrylr davidco lisacr tandyt
Subject.: EMail, DocLib & Shell Integration Thoughts
Date: Tue Mar 20 14:11:36 1990
This memo describes some thoughts I’ve had on what it would mean to try
to maximally leverage MS’s strength as a systems vendor in our WorkGroup
strategy. This is just one of ~many possible product visions for our first
~ serious WGA product, but I thirLk it’s an interesting one, because it
i~.~ fills a significant gap in a way that MS is particularly well positioned
-- to do.
:~i It’s pretty sketchy, and the technical principles in particular need
; a lot of scrutiny. I think you’ll see a lot of ideas that have been
~i-- tossed around before, and discarded for one reason or another. I think
maybe some of underlying assumptions for those reasons have changed,
such as reasonable timing for various software components.
Hope this stimulates some good ideas.
Bob

GOAL: To assert control of the OS Desktop Services market, by revamping the
shell, defining a few key extensibility mechanisms, giving away some simple
-,. desktop service components with the OS, and creating a market for more
.. sophisticated desktop service components such as advanced mail and document
..:. management.

i[ m~ic COMPONENTS OF ~S STRATZGY
!~i I) Target Win 4.0 + DOS 5 as our required platform. "We’d have to figure out
~
what to do about 0S/2. Key elements are: we need a new shell and ability
to rely on afilesystem that supports EAs and a few new notification hooks.
We’ll need a codename - maybe LaserVision or MicroWave.
Just kidding.
Sort of.
2) Theme for the new shell is extensibility and taking maximum advantage of
the new filesystem. To be extensible we probably have to kill MDI in
the shell. I would also argue for much more liberal use of EAs, getting
rid of the Program Manager (using the File Manager instead), and starting
to head in a more program-free, object-oriented direction.
An example of extensibility: subclassing directories as container objects.
Things like InTrays, OutTrays, enhanced document managers would all be
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::!:[subclasses of filesystem directories, and we’d actually use directories
as our primary storage medium. Each directory would have exactly one
viewer, corresponding to the subclass-type of the particular directory.
In some cases parallel information would be kept for special needs llke
fast header display, indexed queries, content-search information. FS
hooks would let this parallel~information be kept up to date.
3) Give away a real simple email client as part of the Shell. It wo~ld
plug directly into Spitfire (if present). It would also work i~ a
super-simplistic shared filesystem mode if spitfire weren’t there no admin required, little or no security provided.
More details on this client below.
~:-~ 4) Announce to the world that this is a significant first step to us having
an IOS architecture that th~ world can start plugging their apps into.
Our guideline would be to make sure existing apps worked ~!nmodifled,
although perhaps with some loss of fun~ion. We’d also want to make the
work to modify apps to plug into this fledgeling architecture as simple
as possible.
5) At or very near the time of MicroWave introduction, we’d also have some
other key value-added components ready to sell. These would be:
.~.
o
o
o
o

Enhanced EMail with great personal message/document management
Document Library / Bulletin Board
Personal Calendar / Group Scheduler
Thunder or Silver or whatever would be designed to let people easily
construct this type of shell-extension application.

A LITTLE COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS
.... As a response to OfficeVision, New wave, WP office, etc:
These systems all exist because there is a perceived need for OS and
UI extensions beyond what Windows provides, and in fact they include
some nice ideas. They all suffer because a} there is an intrinsic seam
between what they provide and the 0S filesystem a/Id UI, and b) they
fight a major uphill battle in getting ISV attention
AS a company, we can kill these other products by taking some important
first steps toward offering some of the most important OS and UI
extensions within DOS/WIn and 0S/2, and beginning to align some of
our other offerings with this model (e.g. document library}.
As a response to existing email vendors like CO:Mail, daVinci, etc:

-.

This approach represents a one-two punch at our existing email competition.
By giving away a simple client that works either with SFS or spitfire,
we erode heavily into their low-end customer base. By significantly
changing the rules on what it means to be part of the "office environment"
we force them to adapt (at significant development cost) or look like
anachronisms. We are creating millions of potential sockets for

-

advanced services, where we will have both a time and a name-brand

¯ ~~ edge over the competition.
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As a response to Notes:
Notes~is scary. The one intrinsic advantage we have over Lotus is
our position as a systems vendor. We can make our response look like
a more natural extension of the OS, and in fact we can claim that
significant functional components would properly BE part of the OS.
We position ourselves as more open than Notes (handling documents from
all sources), and as more architecturally aligned than Notes. And from
the desktop UI perspective, Notes will suffer the same challenge as
the emall competitors: they will have to do some significant work to
catch up and have their stuff look like a natur~l fit to the desktop.
HOW THIS WOULD GET BUILT
Windows group would build a new shell for Windows 4, supporting the kinds
of extensibility (e.g. directory subclassing) I mention elsewhere in this
memo. They might want to use some of our code, if it made their lives
simpler.
DOS group would build DOS 5 filesystem to support reasonable performance EAs,
and would provide the necessary notification hooks to allow the more powerful
subclassing ideas to work even with non-MicroWave- aware applications. Might
require a little bit of work by OS/2 and LanMan to support similar or
complementary hooks.
WGA would write the simple, bundled email client (InTray, O~tTray, supersimple transport, message composition, etc.). It would be based in part on
other work we’re doing, like o~r UI framework and, to some extent, forms.
We’d also build the more powerful email client and personal document
management code, both data storage and UI. Exact features TBD, but would
include great message management and customizable forms.
Our goal would be to also write and include Calendar, time permitting. Might
also include other modules, e.g. PIM. We would also help design the various
protocols that let different modules work together well.
BrianB & co. would write the Group Document Manager back-end. We’d write
the front-end for this in WGA.
Programmability (EB, Thunder, Silver) is an issue. My initial thoughts are
that we should concentrate on providing durable APIs, but to not try to
support internal programmability or customizability. This will be a nice
product strength when we do it, but there’s just too much uncertainty about
DABU’s plans and schedules for us to build a reasonable dependency at this
point.
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Risks #i, 2, 3 with this approach are that we get caught up spending too
much time figuring out what the perfect UI and architectures for this stuff
would be. I think it’s doable in a 2-2.5 year timeframe, but only if we
are super-creative in figuring out how to keep deve!opment from being
spec constrained. We’d have to keep very clearly in mind that our prime
directive is to take a pragmatic first step, not to define the grand,
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all-encompassing IF2 mnd Architecture of Doom.
The other main risk is that some of this turns out to be not possible, not
good enough perfo~-~ance, or gets snarled ~ OS-relem.~e s~’lcl’~onization.
Some initial thoughts on EAs, the filesystem, and how this might all work:
Consider the InTray. It’s a directory of filesystem objects that is special
in that a delivery process puts things into it. Delivery attributes like
sender, suject, submission time, etc. are stored as EAs on the objects in the
directory. A view on the InTray is basically just a specially formated
and sorted DIR listing, showing a particularly helpful set of attributes.
An "email message" is just a f~ie of type "email message". When opened,
from the InTray viewer, that causes the email form viewer to be called
A message with attachments can be represented as a special class of directory,
where the directory itself represents the message (and carries the delivery
EAs) and the message body and all attachments are files within the subdirectory.
In some ways it would be cleaner if the message body could be represented
as part of the directory object itself (rather than as a file within the
directory), but that’s probably too significant a change to the FS to ask for.
There are some sticky issues to be resolved, around the distinction between
filenames and "subject" attributes. For email messages, the filename isn’t
very important, and it’s not reasonable to expect the subject to be unique
within a directory, since we’re providing the message viewer, I’d propose
that we generally show the subject rather than the file_name, but that the
file_name be generated in a way that is reasonably readable and mnemonic perhaps by concatenating sender, send time and subject. That way, in the
rare case where the actual filename does appear, it won’t look too weird.
Other document types are harder. I’ll assert that it’s important that
applications, including existing apps, be able to open files in the
InTray, and perhaps those that are attachments to messages, by getting
directly at them through the filesystem. In this case, I think that
preserving the original filename is very desireable, the meaning of Subject
is less clear, and requiring unique names within a given directory is
probably acceptable. We might have to doctor filenames slightly in cases
where delivery of a document would create a duplicate in the intray.
By the way, it may be that applications will be classified New or Old, where
New apps are more oriented toward presenting documents by
subject/author/other attributes than toward filenames. New apps would be
better geared toward dealing with new container types like InTray and
Document Library. We might be able to dodge the .uniqueness issues for
such New apps.
The fact that the InTray (in this example) is an "email viewer" class of
directory object is stored as an EA of the InTray directory itself. This
tells the shell what viewer to call up when the InTray is opened, and may
also tell the FS what hooks to invoke when the contents of the InTray are
changed.
We’d add some protocols so that the email message viewer could find out
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information about next & previous messages, etc - ~e could still put
command buttons at the bottom of a read screen. Since the protocols would
also be available to other document types, this could be genel-alized to
allow stepping through doc~nnents, if the viewing applications wanted
to support this.
The FS notification hooks are important to our ability to provide more
advanced functions. While the bundled InTray would be a pretty slmple-mlnded
implementation, we would want our non-bundled emall InTray and personal
document manager facilities to do significantly more. For example, for the
InTray we might want to support active filtration and sorting on the InTray,
better performance with more information, etc. These would require that we
maintain some kind of high-performance table-engine that maintained parallel
data for the header attributes of the objects in the InTray, either in memory
or on disk. Notification of changes wou!d allow us to insure that the
parnllel data (a cache, really)~ was up to date.
Similarly, my personal document manager (AKA great message management that
also works on other types of documents) would be responsible for providing
rich search and browsing functions through my collection of filed messages
and documents. We could do this by having a Personal Document Management
class of directory. Getting good performance for these types of operations
might require maintenance of a parallel index or indices. Ditto if we wanted
to provide Notes-like views on the collection of docs in a directory~
You can think of the Group Document Library as another super-nice extension
on a basic filesystem directory. It would have a lot in common with the
Personal Document Manager class, but would add functions specific to group
document management. Checkln and CheckOut would require new APIs, but
since the documents are Just stored in a directory on the LAN, apps could
open them directly through normal FS calls. Content Indexing would be
accomplished through FS hooks and a separate content index. Views would be
accomplished through a special viewer, that would have a lot i~ common with
the personal document manager viewer.
>From this perspective, the bundled email package is pretty simple. You
require people to keep their InTrays on the LAN. We add a little module
to Spitfire that puts the right data into the right EAs in the right
InTray directories at delivery time, for these "wimp-mail" users. The
super-simple SFS transport does the same thing - just creates files in
the right InTray directories on the server. Then you provide an InTray
class viewer, maybe an OutTr~y, a few basic forms for message reading
and c~omposition, access to the LAN directory, maybe a personal directory.
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Replication - As in DIS proposal.
Access Control - Similar to the DLS proposa4 but these can apply to folders,
application objects, form~ and form fields.
DistributedAcce.ss - As in DLS proposal. If an object is replicated, the copy on
one sezver must be designated as the master. If a user on another server tries
to check an object out, they will be connected synchronously to the server
where the master resides.
Revision Control- As in DLS proposal.

::~
~i
¯ ~:
:"

Forms and Work[low Proce.s.ring - There will bc a forms package optimized for
use by administrators and sophisticated users. An object ran go through
several states, each.of which has a different form. There will be a high-level
macao language for form actions such a~ "archive" and "send to Joe’. There
wi!l be an easy way to see the histm’y and state of an object.
Queries - There will be a powerful query and filtering facility. This same
facility will be used for both private and shared folders.

-.:i

Notzfication - A user can choose to display the slams of selected folders (both
private and shared). The UI might bc to display these folders on the app
desktop, or might be something different. The stares of each folder- no new
messages, some new messages but none urgent’ or some urgent new messages
- will bc prominently displayed. The user can also request other forms of
notification for selecmd foldc~. The user can also place filters on notification
(e.g., flag or ignore items with certain attributes).
Calendar - Users can synchronously schedule appointments. If the appointment
involves users on other servc~ thos~ servers will be synehrononsly accessed.
There will bc tight integration between mail and calendar (e.g., send agenda and
link to appointment),

¯ i~
-,i:

Personal Status - The user can .a~y indicate their status (e.g., in, busy, out) and a
short message (e.g., wher~ they arc, when they will bc back). This information
can be easily accessed by other users to whom they have given permission.

A LITTLE MARKETING STRATEGY

Packaging
The mail product - diem.and Spitfire - will be sold as Slingshot. This enables us to have
a low-cost, universal emai! platform. Slingshot will include the annotation facility. The
other functionality will be packaged separately, for example in two optional packages:
library / bulletin board, and calendar / personal stares.
Third parties

DRAFT
3/Zt/90
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Wc will encourage other app d~vclopm’s to us~ our database and transport facility via
DDE, DLLs. or named pipes (which of these am supported is TBD). Wc will also make
our annotation facility available to other app d~velope~.

PRODUCT COMPONENTS
Built by other groups
The following components would need ~n be bdlt, t~’obably aor by WGA:
Multi-user database - This will stor¢ mail messages, documents, calendar entries,
MTA - This will b~ Spitfn’~ as cm~ntly conceived.
Built by Workgroup Apps
The following component~ would need to be built, probably by WGA:
Overall UI and browser - The browser wiI1 provide a unified sunmaa~ screca
view of marl m~ssages and communicauxl documents. To reduc~
it will be srparat~ from the shall where the user’s lxrrsonal documents a~ stored.
However, them wil! lm drag and drop inmgradon b~tween Groupshot and the
shell so we can meflmt the concept of shell integration.
Forms - We will probably need to improve Slingshot forms to su1~ort most rich
te~t attributrs, in order to prrvent Notes fixan looking much sexier than
will also need a forms de.signer.
Calendar - This will be a sq~ara~ module., although moderateAy integrated.
Personal status -This will Ix~ a scparat~ module., loosdy integrated.

-!
:i
::

Annotation
- This will be a sqyarate module, bm’lt by us working closely with
other spps. It wi11 Im r~pla~d eventually by compound documents when w~
become truly objex.’t-oriented.
Macro language - Initially this might b~ absent or limited to a few specific
woddlow fanctions. Eventually it will b~ EB (not built by WGA of course).

PLATFORMS
Initially, w~ will develop only GUI ve~ions of all components. W~ will suppo~ DOS
clients for basic mar functions only via a client gateway to csrs DOS client_ Latex, we

will d~velop stripped-down ve~ions of th~ calendar. Libraxy / bulletin board, and personal
status if demand justifi¢~ it_

DRAFT
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The sysmm will support LAN Manager and Novell LANs. Version 1 will be limited to
LAN Manager due to SpitfLre limitations.

A LITTLE COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS
As a response to Notes
Groupshot does many of the things that Notes does.
Our biggest advantage ove~ Notes is that we view email as the core of groupware, and
will make su~ that our email p~duet is comp~tive with the b~t. (Unfortunately, Lotus
is likely to improve their email component eventually.) In addition, we will have the
calendar and personal slams modules, and we will have a modest level of shell integration
which we will play for all it’s worth. We have a more diverse mt of atrps that can use our
annotation facility. We will support application objects better than, Notes. And we will
be in a better position to evangelize our APIs as an extension of the shell
¯ ’i-;.:
....

We will probably fall short of Notes in some library / bulletin board features, such as the
ability to develop customized apps and security.

As a response to OfficeVision, New Wave, WP Office, etc.

¯.

Wo need to convince people that tho Windows/PM sla~II is adequam for personal use, and
that a separate shell is acceptable (l~rhaps even de,sirabl¢) for interper~nal activity.
Meanwhile, we will offer far more and bettm" ftmetionality (mail, calendar, exe.) than any
of these. And we are well-positioned to evangelize our APIs.
Our rLsk here is that people will find these shells compelling. Also, WP Office might add
a lot of mail and calendax features, and take advantage of their WP base.

..o

As a response to email products

i-’~
...:.

We will have the library / bulletin board, ealendar, and lXa~oaal status modules. We will
have a modest level of shell integration. And we ax~ well-positioned to evangelize our

;~i~

Our risk here is that the existing email vendors will add a lot of mail features, we won’t
keep up, and customers will consider these feattwes important.

ANALYSIS
Strengths
¯ It fits neatly into the MS Office vision. Our other apps axe personal productivity
tools; Groupshot pails it all together.
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¯ It takes advantage of our position as a systmns vendor in two ways: we provide
modest shell integration (not nearly as much as we will eventually, but enough to
excite people) and we evangelize our APIa as a sysmrt~ set,dee.
¯ The only major integral, critical-path technology beyond Slingshot as cmrenfly
conceived is the multi-user database. The other components - calendar, personal
status, and annotation - can be developed by relatively independent teams, and
even shipped in a later release if necessary.

¯ Notes, with their considerable head start, could do a bettor job of library / btdletin
board.
~:::"

i~
:~

~t

¯ The existing mail vendors and W’P, with their considerable head starts, could
eominue to sell bert=" ~ product~.
o We won~ have a Novdl solution for a while, a~d that excludes the vast majority
(at least today) of the market. Most of our coml~dtors will work on all shared

’:~
-

DI~
3p.~/90
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To:

Richard Bowen
Bruce Burger
Bob Matthews
John More?

~i~

From:

Eric Candell

~:

Subject~.

Laser--A computerized daytimer

"!i

Dat~.

Wednesday, March 21, 1990

Goal
The goal of "Daylimer~ is to provide users with a tool that frees them from
the pressures of remembering to do things. It win manage their calendazs. It
wilI follow up on thdr requests and activities. It will send them reminders.
It win scheduIe their meetings. It will maintain thdr task lists. It will track
the progress of their projects.
Fun¢l~ionality
Object Management
Initially, we’d be building our own simple object manager. Our goal would be
to switch to OOSH when it becomes available. The functionality of the object
manager would indud~
Event Driven Features
User will have control over his objects based on timed events (relative or
absolute).. Examples include archive at specified time, remind me of object
after certain time, send object to anou~er user at certain time, delete object
after certain time, tell me if I didn’t get a reply to an object I sent, move object
to destination after certain time.
UI will be tied to the calendar. Potentially, you drag between various markers
on the message connecting to dates in your calendar.
Fi/e System Integration
User can pull documents from the filesystem into the object structure and use
the e~ent/calendar aspects to control them. Potentially, this would be done
through linking/embedding FS flies into object folders.
X 581.059
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Forms
-.Users can also create objects that are filled-in forn~. Potentially, these are
"index cards", "rolodex entries", "to do" list items or other personal forms
(like templates built in Word). Or, they might be more message-like with
addressing fields.
All objects in the object system can be sent to other users. LLkewise, objects
can get into your object system by being received from other users. These
capabilities would exactly match those described for Slingshot today.
Graphica! calendaring
GUI interface
Each day will be an objec~ ~n the objec~ manager. We will provide some
specific GUI interfaces for acceding the~e
move other objec~ from 0ae system into your calendar and associate
messages to events in your calendar (along the event driven lines de~:nq~d
above).
Scheduling
A scheduling form that u~ers ca~ ~nd to others will alIow for ,~:hedule
comparisons and m~efing/event arrangemen~ Any object in the LMDS
directory space can have a ~ime index stored for it ~mciuding resources,
conference rooms, files, printers, e~..)
Project Tracking
Some integration with Whimper
There will be some easy way to ge~ the information from Whimper into the
time management aspects of the model. How ~ migh~ work (and whether
it would be there at all) is TBD.
Marketinq
Replaces Paper daytimer
A po~t to note is that dayt~ers cost between $75 a~d $100 L-d~al1T with
~nc~ementa! costs of $25/year. "the present value of the cash flow (assmz~g
perpetuity for s~npiicity) would be as much as $350.
Runs~,~ on Laptop
W~th the advent of ~otebook computers and ~e accept~mce as laptop
compBters, we would be detive_,-~g an apptic~t~on that justifies the vision
"a computer on e~e.,-T lab". For a~y application to succeed as ~ ~ptop
accessory, we ~ ~eed to ma~e the object store (opt~oxB1ty) di~t based.
Pert~ps in the Erst cut, there w~ be a way to ta~e a snapshot ~’om a ce~tz~l
server and push it to the ce~trat server at z l~ter date. But, the c~pabiJity to
use the ca!enda~- wtfi/e not co~ecte~ to the network is essential.
Product Component~
WGA staff produced
U[ for object manager (ge_nez~ized
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UI for caIendar
Object manager (generalized message store)
Calendar back end
Remote access tools
Third Party/Other groups
,~ Spitfire
LMDS
Platforms
Fh’st, we would develop GUI versions of all UI pieces, A Mac calendar piece,
as well as a throw-away CW calendar piece probably would be important
additions in a fairly short time frame.
We will compete on the following planes:
Elect~onic mail facilities that axe better than Slapshot and more
comprehensible than Notes.
Integration of calendar and email, user files, and time management
more creatively than all other products on the market.
Analysis
Strengths
We ,,~ouki be developing; a product that would be almost inarguabty a boost to
productivity. Getting people to manage their time more efficiently" is
improving productivity.

...
¯ ..
~

We would be providing; a fairty rich email solution built on a high end
platform in addition to other features. So, we’d have appeal to system
administrators;

~i-~

We would be tying in with other Window’s produc~s and giving; an overall
us~ del tha~, over t~me, could be absorbed by the shell ’~

:~
.~;.

The calendar aspects are potentially separable from Slingshot as currently
concefved. Also, the object orientation and forms functionality could be
coerced into a generalization of Slingshot.
The event driven nature of the object management model would
differentiate the email aspects of the product from other email systems.
The concept of a daytimer is something that users can grasp without
exceptional amounts of learning or imagination.
Calendar technology is not something that is likely to be replaced a~ other

groups get further ahead with their products.
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Risks
The OOSH is likely to re.invent the management premise of the product i~ a
more encompassing fashion.
Our calendaring may not stack up to WP office, while our mail might be
inferior to other products on the market.
The product won’t be v~ewed as being innovative enough (it won’t get the
press that Notes has gotten) because there are essentially no new ideas ~ it
(with the exception of the event ddve.u objects for maiI. management).
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